Abstract Painting

A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO CREATING YOUR OWN
ACRYLIC ABSTRACT PAINTING
www.melissagoodenough.com

There are as many ways to create a painting as there are
paintings. This is only one approach. My hope is that you use
this guide as a means to explore many different ways until you
find a process that is a perfect fit for you!

"Give me six hours to chop down a tree and I will
spend the first four sharpening the axe."
Abraham Lincoln

You will need:
Small airtight containers
Scrap paper (watercolour paper works best but whatever you have on
hand is fine)
A blank canvas in whatever size you like
Acrylic paint
Paintbrushes in a variety of sizes
Water

PHASE 1
Inspiration
Go on a scavenger hunt to find inspiration
for your painting. Digital mood boards are
great. Physical mood boards are better!
Go for a walk around a park, garden
centre, gallery or thrift store. Collect
trinkets, pebbles or even an old tea cup
that draws you in. Think about what
colours and textures are speaking to you.

PHASE 2
Colour Palette
Narrow down the colours you have chosen
to 3 main colours and 1 or 2 accent
colours. Mix each one in separate, small,
air-tight containers. This will save you
both time (as you don't have to mix your
colours from scratch each time), and
materials (as you aren't discarding leftover
mix from each session, you can just repot
them).

PHASE 3
Swatches and Sketches
Get out some scrap paper and start playing with the
colours you've made. 'Playing' really is the operative
word here. This is the time to test how your colours
will interact with one another. Dare to get a little
messy and make some new discoveries. Test out any
mediums you are curious about. Try different
texture effects with bubble wrap, a fork, or some
palette knives, whatever you can get your hands on!
HAVE FUN!

PHASE 4
Compositions
Experiment with different layouts and
arrangements on a scaled-down version of what
your final canvas will be, eg. if your main piece is
square then practice on smaller square papers or
canvasses. You can research different compositions
for ideas. Think about where your focal points might
be. Try to do several examples. These could even be
completed as smaller versions of your final piece!

PHASE 5
The Showpiece: Foundation
All of this planning has been building
your confidence and focus for this final painting.
Pick your favourite composition from Phase 4 and
roughly lay it out on your canvas. Start blocking in
areas of colour. Be sure to cover the whole canvas.
Avoid your accent colours for now.

PHASE 6
The Showpiece: Layers of Interest
Using what you discovered in Phase 3, start adding
interest with layers and textures. Start thinking
about locking in your composition and making any
adjustments if you need to. Where is your focal
point? How can you create a transition between one
area and the next? Is there an area that just needs
some love or does it need to be changed
completely? Take a step back and let your intuition
guide you.

PHASE 7
The Showpiece: Almost there
Now is the time to add some juicy details! Maybe
some marks or lines in your accent colours? How
can you make your focal point pop? Step back again
and let the painting tell you what it needs. Take your
time! Stop painting for the day so you can see it with
fresh eyes tomorrow.

PHASE 8
The Showpiece: Finishing Touches
After a good night's sleep your painting might look
a little different. Fix any areas that are bothering you.
See how your eyes are guided around the painting.
Don't forget to to paint the edges of the canvas for a
polished look.

PHASE 9
The Showpiece: It's a WRAP!
I'm sure you have heard this before, but just as
important as the process of painting is, is knowing
when to stop. Take a good look at the product of
your effort and creativity! How does it make you
feel? What does it remind you of? Let it tell YOU
what it wants to be named and hang it somewhere
where it will get loads of compliments. Start again at
Phase 1.
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